
Text Formatter
Quick Reference Card

For Use With the HP-75

Text Formatter Commands

This is an alphabetical list of the HP-75 Text Formatter

commands. Each entry gives a short description of the

command: its syntax, its default parameter values, and a

page reference to the owner’s manual.

DOT MATRIX

italic
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The command forms are in dot matrix

type. You must type them as shown,

though you can use lower case letters.

The parameter appears in italic

typeface.

Parameters enclosed in brackets are

optional.

A page-test parameter, which some commands can in-

clude, will check that the given number of lines still re-

mains (available for printing) on the current sheet of

paper. If that number of lines is not available, the printer

advances a page before continuing to print. (Refer to

“Testing for the End of the Page,” page 21.)

 

“HD (page 31)
Advancing the Page. Causes a break in printing

the output and advances the printer to the first line

for printing on the next sheet of paper.

 

“{E [page-test parameter] (page 20)

Center Mode. Copies (as in Copy mode) and centers

the subsequent text from the text file, line by line.

Leading and trailing spaces on a line are ignored dur-

ing formatting. Center mode lasts until a “FI, “JL,

“0, “FA, or “TA command is executed. “F# or

“TH will set Fill mode.



 

0 [page-test parameter] (page 20)

Copy Mode. Causes the subsequent text from the

text file to be copied line by line exactly as it appears

on the text-file line. Trailing spaces are ignored, but

leading spaces are preserved. Copy mode lasts until a

“FI, Jd, “CE, “FH, or “TH command. “FH or

~T# will set Fill mode.

 

file name of names file (page 36)

[. replacement character]

Default value: ~ ([CTL](7])

Distribution List. Integrates a series of entries from

a names file into a body of text from a source text

file. Wherever the source text file uses the replace-

ment character, the formatter will substitute in-

formation from the names file. The formatter will

produce as many different formatted versions of the

source file as there are entries in the names file.

Within any one copy, the same information is in-

serted everywhere the replacement character is

encountered.

No text or command can follow a “[!L. command on

the same line. You can use only one [iL per text file.

In the names file, you can specify fields within each

name entry by separating parts with the replacement

character.

:18 BeckyMeliz=zz This name entry in the

"Harnzern names file has three

fields.

(18 Dear Mz, “73; This command in the

source text file will be

formatted as

ear Mz. Hansen:



 

“FI [page-test parameter] (page 17)

Fill Mode. The default text mode. Fill mode pro-

duces full lines of filled, formatted text. Any extra

spaces in your text file—leading, trailing, or inter-

mediate—are ignored.

 

“11 [page-test parameter] (page 17)

Justify Mode. Causes the formatted text to be filled

(as in Fill mode) and right-justified.

 

“1H [left margin [right margin] ] (page 25)

Default values: 13 72

Margins. Sets left and right margins to the num-

bered columns.

 

“ME file name (page 35)

Merge. Causes the text formatter to suspend

formatting of the current file and begin formatting

the specified file. You can nest up to five files for

merging. No text or commands can follow a “ME

command on the same line.

 

“FH [number of spaces to indent] (page 22)

Default value: the last value used for “FH; or 5

Paragraph. Starts a new line of printed text,

indenting it the given number of spaces. If no num-

ber is given, it indents the same number as it did the

last time “FA was used. After indenting, “FH re-

stores Fill or Justify mode, whichever was last in ef-

fect. If Copy or Center mode was last in effect, “Fr

cancels it and sets Fill mode.

A negative indentation parameter will move the

beginning of the paragraph to the left of the pre-

scribed margin.The command “Ff & will not indent

and will skip a line instead.

“Ff includes an automatic page test for two available

lines on the sheet.



 

“FL [page length [top margin [bottom margin] ] ] (page 26)

Default values: 66 6 6

Page Length. Tells the formatter how many lines of

print are possible per page (the total page length),

and how many lines to leave as margins on the top

and bottom of the page. For a sheet-feed printer, use

a negative number for the page length parameter.

 

“FH [page number] (page 28)

Default value: the current page number

Page Numbering. The text formatter always keeps

track of the page numbers, but they are not printed
until the command FH occurs. Subsequently, “FH &

will halt the printing of page numbers.

 

“Zk [number of lines] (page 28)

Default value: 1

Skip Lines. Causes a break in printing on the cur-

rent line of output, then skips the given number of

lines on the formatted page. “=k & will cause a

break without skipping any lines.

 

“ZL [pen number (page 31)

[character size [character slant] ] ]

Default values: 1 3 0

Slide. Initializes an HP-IL plotter to produce the

text file using the given pen, character size, and char-

acter slant. The “ZL command must be the first

command in a file to be plotted. The page length is

automatically set to 46 and the left and right margins

to 1 and 65 (for the default parameters).

The character size parameter can be from 2 to 9. The

character slant parameter is practical from —30 to

+30 (degrees).

When using the “ZL command, to keep the pen

number and/or character size unchanged, use the

value 0. To keep the character slant unchanged, do

not specify a character slant.
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“ZF [number of lines] (page 27)

Default value: 1

Spacing. Sets the spacing between lines of printed

text output. The number of lines of spacing can be

from 1 to 5. This command does not cause a break in

printing.

 

“TH column number (page 23)

Tab to a Column. Indents the text being printed to

the given column position on the same line, if possi-

ble. After the tab, Fill or Justify mode—whichever

one was last in effect—is restored. However, the cur-

rent printed line (the one being tabbed) is never jus-

tified. If Copy or Center mode was last in effect, “TH

cancels it and sets Fill mode.

Commands That Break Printing

There are several commands that involve a break in the

output of the current printing line. Printing then resumes

on a new line.

The commands that cause a break in output and start new

lines of print are:

o
T  + a

You can use “Zk £ to cause a break in printing without

any other effect.

Typing Aids for FiEMATTS Commands

If you load the file F 7%Evfrom the magnetic card into

the HP-75 memory and then make F 7 SEES your HEY S

file, the following key sequences will be redefined to

produce the FUFMATTS commands. This is a typing

shortcut. (See appendix D, “Typing Aids.”)



 

Redefined Control
Command Sequence

 

 

Smee

a CUE
;

“es Gan

(er) 0]
(cP)
(cu) (a)
cr (R]
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